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Abstract: As more and more companies shift to a product line approach,
supporting the evolution of software product lines becomes increasingly important.
While today already significant work exists along the lines of quality analysis for
software product lines, there is much less work that addresses the evolution
scenario. In this paper, we briefly describe different categories of approaches for
identifying problems in product lines. Based on this we describe a new research
direction for identifying problems in product line evolution scenarios.

1 Motivation
Software evolution is known to be a difficult problem in software engineering. Often
errors are introduced into the software as part of the evolution; the difficulty of evolution
is compounded by the fact that developing an increment often requires modifying many
different parts of the software in a well-coordinated fashion. Any mistake in this may
lead to defects. While this is well-known to be a problem in traditional single-system
development, it is even more of a problem for software product lines [Sc09, LSR07].
Three reasons lead to the increased complexity in this situation:

! Product lines are longer lived and evolve as long as any of their constituent
products evolve.

! Modifications will typically impact a range of products, but not all products.
However, the impact on individual products is often not clear when making
changes. Thus, what amounts to a correction for one product, may introduce a
defect into another one.

! A product line encompasses more artifacts of a larger size than any individual
product. Moreover, a product line will typically contain a variability model in
addition to the other typical development artifacts [SJ04].
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All these issues taken together emphasize the need for supporting the evolution of
software product lines in a way that reduces the probability of defects. Unfortunately,
today there exists only limited support for identifying problems introduced in product
line evolution. In this paper, we will briefly outline some ways to identify problems that
are introduced as part of product line evolution.1

Further, we will make the assumption in this paper that a product line has already been
established. We will not discuss the problem of identifying, for example, copy-and-paste
reuse and integrating the corresponding variants into a product line [KFBA09].

2 Approaches to Analyze Defects
Our focus in problem identification is in particular on the (semi-)automatic detection of
problems that may exist or be introduced in product lines. This direction of research is,
of course, not new. Analysis of product lines has been extensively discussed in the
literature [BSR10], however, mostly not with a focus on analyzing evolution, but rather
with a focus on scrutinizing a single state of a product line.

From this starting point, we can identify three major directions relevant to analyzing
quality problems in product lines.

Variability Model Problems
The first category of approaches is to simply analyze the variability model for any
obvious problems. This kind of research has significant history in the field of product
lines [BSR10]. Some examples of such an approach are

! Analyze any inconsistencies in the variability model (this would imply that no
consistent product may be derived)

! Dead feature analysis (a dead feature is a feature, which can never be selected
as this would lead to a contradiction)

The key characteristic of such an approach is that it analyzes only the variability model
without taking the realization artifacts of the product line into account at all.

Variability Coordination Problems
However, the variability model is not the only source of variability information. Rather
the variability realization, i.e., the code may contain variability information as well. For
example, an implementation using preprocessors like the C-preprocessor (which will
also be of prime interest to the EvoLine-project) may imply dependencies among

1 Based on this motivation and along the ideas outlined in this paper, the EvoLine-Project was
created, which is part of the German Research Foundation (DFG) Priority Programme SPP 1593.
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variabilities [SLBWC11]. If an explicit variability model exists, the dependencies should
conform to the variability model. Moreover, we can perform the same analysis, which
we discussed in the previous section as well on this implied variability model.

Where do these implications come from? Imagine, for example, that conditional
compilation is used realizing two features A and B. However, each condition for B is
contained within code, which is conditional on A. Thus, we can derive an implied
dependency: B!A. Besides the preprocessor code also the build system, i.e., make-files,
may be the source of dependencies.

If on the other hand the variability model permits a configuration $"#! we know that
variability model and code are mutually inconsistent. While we cannot say which one is
correct, we know there is a underlying problem either in the variability model or in the
implemation that should be identified and corrected.

Semantic Variability Problems
While the two categories above relied on a simple analysis of variability model
information, we can easily go further and analyze semantic information from the code
more deeply. Some examples of such an approach are

! Type inconsistencies: pre-processor code may even modify type information.
This can lead to situations where most, but not all, instances of the product line
are type-correct. [KGREOB11]

! Data-flow issues: similarly, code manipulation may lead to some instances
where necessary variables are not initialized. [RQBTBS11]

There are many examples of these kinds of analysis. Effectively all analysis approaches
for single system code that help to detect code smells can be lifted to the product line
situation. Of course, the introduction of the product line basis leads to a combinatorial
explosion. This turns even a problem like determining type-correctness, which is not
regarded as a major challenge for single systems, into a complex problem that also
requires significant computation time.

3 Evolutionary Analysis
The problems described above have already been studied to a significant degree in
product line engineering. However, these types of analysis have typically not been made
in an evolution context. If we take the perspective of an evolution problem, the
description changes slightly. Instead of asking whether a certain model is, for example,
consistent, we ask whether an atomic change (typically a change as described as a
change set in a commit-operation) introduces a problem.
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On the one hand, this makes the situation more complex as it increases the amount of
information that is available and potentially needs to be taken into account even further
(besides the product line information also the change set).

On the other hand, we can decide to focus on the change itself. That is, we assume that
the product line was correct before the change and we are only interested in the change
itself. We can phrase this problem as:

If we assume the product line PL was initially correct and consistent, and we perform a
change C, yielding a product line #!", can we then deduce that #!" is consistent and
correct? Thus, instead of asking:

correct(#!"), we ask for correct(!")! correct(#!").

As an individual change set is typically much smaller than the product line, we can
assume that this will usually lead to significantly reducing the amount of information
that needs to be taken into account. However, this amount of information will typically
be significantly larger than the change set C alone, as it needs to be interpreted in
context.

All taken together, we regard it as a valid research hypothesis that the evolutionary
approach will actually lead to significantly more efficient decision procedures to identify
any potential evolution issues (evolution smells) in the product line. As positive side-
effect this will focus the feedback only on those issues that were introduced in the last
iteration, thus providing directly relevant feedback.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the concept of product line evolution smells, which extends
existing product line analysis approaches to the evolution case. We also showed how we
expect to optimize existing analyses by making them more efficient through incremental
semantics. We expect the evolutionary approach to provide faster results to the
developer, thus making the analysis more useful. We also aim at making the results more
relevant by focusing on those parts that have recently changed. However, the concepts
described above are the basis for research in progress. Thus, whether these advantages
can actually be realized is currently open and will be studied further in the EvoLine-
project.
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